Healthcare Transportation

A.I. & Data Analytics Performance through Ireland improves ranking in 2017

Established AI Presence in Ireland

Leaders in Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Ireland...

in the world to develop an industry-driven nationwide Post-Graduate MSc in Artificial intelligence, research excellence.

According to ‘Open Data Maturity in Artificial Intelligence.

Ireland is the 6th global NVIDIA CUDA research centre.

is building a 3D voxel based platform aggregating all Ireland's geospatial data to drive growth.

Companies can test and trial in Ireland. Many companies use Ireland's numerous testbeds to trial and prove technology and business solutions.

Did you know...

...Companies can test and trial in Ireland. Many companies use Ireland’s numerous testbeds to trial and prove technology and business solutions.

25 years of AI Research

Industry Academic Collaboration

Forbes ranks Ireland 12th for Open Data in Q4 2017.

...Companies can test and trial in Ireland. Many companies use Ireland’s numerous testbeds to trial and prove technology and business solutions.

For more information contact IDA Ireland

Ireland, Right place Right time